
Strategy Development and Deployment 
 
The institution’s commitment to quality policy is reflected in the working of the 

following committees:- 

 Admission committee ensures that all university norms are complied with and full 

transparency is ensured in the admission process.  

 Academic development committee looks into the work load of the various departments 

to ensure equitable distribution of workload as per University norms, completion of 

courses and analysis of results is also done by various department. 

 The college believes in quality in all academic & administrative aspects despite same 

infrastructural constraints the teaching and non-teaching staff is conscious of their 

responsibility towards the most important stake holder i.e. the students. As quality is an 

evolving construct, conscious efforts towards the incremental improvements in teaching 

and administrative services are like a work-in process at the college. The college website 

remains updated and it keeps the students, faculty and other stakeholder aware about 

on all important notices, circulars and attendance matters. 

 The college has an IQAC to ensure academic and administrative excellence.  

 The students performance is reviewed after every exam and needful is done wherever 

required. Special attention is given to high achievers as well as low performers by 

arranging extra & tutorial classes. 

 The faculty is motivated to attend seminars, talks and conferences to update their skills 

of knowledge so that the students are also benefited by them. 

 After taking feedback from various resources the head of the institution holds meetings 

with the members of the staff to discuss various plans to be executed for the overall 

growth of the institution. The proposals put forth by faculty in  academic staff council 

meetings are studied and genuine proposals out of the set of proposals put forth by 

faculty are gladly accepted and executed. University curriculum, schemes of UGC and 

instructions from ministry of Higher Education are thoroughly studied and proposals 

are prepared by teachers under the leadership of the Principal. The college also works 

upon the growing needs of the stakeholders. Industry involvement is to be further 

accelerated by inviting professionals from business and management for interactions 

with the students to keep them updated about the application side of the subjects 

taught. The intent is to enhance their competencies for being placed in industry and 

other organizations or for studying their own entrepreneurial ventures. 

 
 


